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Abstract
End-to-end intent classification using speech has numerous ad-
vantages compared to the conventional pipeline approach using
automatic speech recognition (ASR), followed by natural lan-
guage processing modules. It attempts to predict intent from
speech without using an intermediate ASR module. However,
such end-to-end framework suffers from the unavailability of
large speech resources with higher acoustic variation in spoken
language understanding. In this work, we exploit the scope of
the transformer distillation method that is specifically designed
for knowledge distillation from a transformer based language
model to a transformer based speech model. In this regard,
we leverage the reliable and widely used bidirectional encoder
representations from transformers (BERT) model as a language
model and transfer the knowledge to build an acoustic model
for intent classification using the speech. In particular, a multi-
level transformer based teacher-student model is designed, and
knowledge distillation is performed across attention and hid-
den sub-layers of different transformer layers of the student
and teacher models. We achieve an intent classification accu-
racy of 99.10% and 88.79% for Fluent speech corpus and ATIS
database, respectively. Further, the proposed method demon-
strates better performance and robustness in acoustically de-
graded condition compared to the baseline method.
Index Terms: Spoken language understanding, speech to in-
tent, knowledge distillation, transformer, BERT

1. Introduction
The spoken language understanding (SLU) systems aim to de-
rive the meaning of users’ queries, which helps the conversa-
tional agent to respond appropriately to the user. The SLU per-
forms several tasks, namely, domain identification, intent clas-
sification, and slot filling. As a crucial part of SLU, the intent
classification module is designed to extract the meaning or in-
tention of the user’s spoken utterance. There is a wide range of
interactive interface-based applications requiring SLU systems,
namely, voice search and chatbot on mobile devices, attracting
interest from both commercial and academic sectors.

The conventional pipeline SLU system for intent classifica-
tion contains two modules, namely, an automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) system that converts the speech to text sequence,
and a natural language understanding (NLU) module that maps
the text transcript to the speaker’s intent. The end-to-end ar-
chitectures are widely used in several domains, like ASR [1–3],
speech synthesis [4], machine translation [5–7]. The end-to-end
frameworks can be used to overcome the issues with the conven-
tional pipeline SLU system, which has also gained popularity in
the field of SLU [8–10].

The end-to-end SLU acts as an individual single model and
it directly predicts the intent from speech without exploiting

an intermediate text representation from ASR. There are many
advantages of using the end-to-end system against the conven-
tional pipeline SLU system. In particular, it aims to optimize
the performance metric which is intent classification accuracy
directly without using any intermediate ASR modeling. This
results into a compact neural network model and eliminates
the issue caused by intermediate transcription error [11]. Sec-
ondly, human interpretation of a spoken utterance depends on
prosody, speech rate, and loudness, which are not considered in
the pipeline SLU system.

Due to the highly variable and complex nature of speech, a
large amount of data and intensive computational resources are
required for the training of end-to-end system. The computer vi-
sion [12–14], natural language processing (NLP) [15–19], and
ASR [20, 21] communities have attempted to tackle this issue
by incorporating knowledge from pre-trained models trained on
diverse set of large data and share commonalities across differ-
ent tasks. The pre-trained acoustic and linguistic models can
be finetuned for the downstream SLU tasks, which is proven to
be an effective paradigm [22, 23]. The study presented in [11]
explores acoustic feature extraction using a pre-trained ASR
model from spoken utterances, which are further used for in-
tent classification [23].

The neural transformers have shown encouraging perfor-
mance on several benchmarks in the field of NLP [24,25]. How-
ever, their capabilities have not been fully investigated in the
field of SLU. In [26], transformer network has been successfully
used for speech recognition. In [27], the authors leverage the
transformer architecture for end-to-end SLU. The self-attention
mechanism in the transformer enables the extraction of the se-
mantic context from a spoken utterance. Additionally, the self-
attention allows to compute the correlation in each sub-layer be-
tween all pairs of time steps [24]. This makes the transformer
based SLU architecture more efficient in capturing longer se-
quence information than the recurrent neural network (RNN)
based models [27].

A well-trained model captures meaningful knowledge or in-
formation for a specific task. The knowledge distillation ap-
proach aims to distill the learning capacity of a larger deep
neural network (teacher model) to a smaller network (student
model) [28, 29]. It has shown efficacy in cross-modal sce-
narios, where the teacher model is trained on one modality
and the knowledge is transferred to another modality [14, 30].
Previous works in intent classification demonstrate the use-
fulness of knowledge distillation, which transfers the knowl-
edge of linguistic embeddings extracted from a teacher model
(language model), such as BERT to a student model (speech
model) [22, 23, 31, 32].

We observe that the attention weights capture rich linguistic
information in the BERT model [33]. The linguistic knowledge
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Figure 1: The proposed STD model: (a) overall architecture and different loss computation, (b) knowledge distillation losses (i.e.,
computation of Lossatt and Losshid) between two transformer layers of student and teacher model expanded from dotted box in (a).

captured in the BERT model includes syntax and co-reference
information, which are crucial for intent classification task [34].
In [34], an effective transformer-to-transformer knowledge dis-
tillation method has been proposed, where the knowledge en-
coded in a large teacher BERT model is transferred to a small
student TinyBERT model. This specific type of distillation [34]
consists of attention based and hidden state based distillation,
which are performed from one layer of the teacher model to cor-
responding layer of the student model. Motivated from these,
we propose the attention and hidden state based distillation from
the teacher BERT model to a student transformer model.

In this work, we are inspired by the success of the trans-
former based speech models for speech recognition tasks and
the BERT model for various NLP tasks. As we know hu-
man interpretation of conversation or spoken utterance does not
equally rely on all words in the utterance. Some words in a
spoken utterance are more important than others to infer the
meaning of the utterance. The attention mechanism in a speech
transformer model allows us to look at the most relevant frames
of speech embeddings based on speech-specific features. Simi-
larly, transformer based language model pays more attention to
the relevant words in a sentence based on linguistic knowledge.
We would like to explore the transfer learning method, where
information from both attention and hidden layers of the BERT
model can be distilled to the speech transformer model. To
achieve this, we propose a multilevel transformer based teacher-
student model, where the knowledge distillation on both atten-
tion and hidden layers is performed for the intent classification
task. We also use a pre-trained ASR model to extract speech
embeddings from the spoken utterances. The proposed architec-
ture reduces the resource requirement of transformer based SLU
as we are employing both pre-trained ASR model and BERT
model. Furthermore, the proposed transformer layer distillation
leverages information from both linguistic and acoustic aspects.

2. Speech Transformer Distillation (STD)
Framework

In this section, we discuss the proposed knowledge distillation
approach, which we refer to as speech transformer distillation
(STD) framework. Figure 1 shows the proposed STD frame-

work for intent classification. It mainly consists of five com-
ponents, namely, pre-trained ASR model, speech-transformer
encoder as student model, BERT model as teacher model,
transformer-layers distillation and intent layer. Here, the pa-
rameters of the pre-trained ASR model, BERT-embedding ex-
traction and BERT model are kept fixed, which do not change
during the training process. The parameters of the speech trans-
former encoder and intent layer are updated during the training
process.

Initially, we extract the acoustic embeddings from the pre-
trained ASR model as described in [11] and BERT embeddings
using the BertTokenizer package 1. Then the acoustic embed-
dings (Eacoustic) and BERT embeddings (Ebert) are fed into the
student and teacher models, respectively. Both the student and
teacher networks compose of identical transformer based model
structure. We perform transfer learning from one layer of the
teacher model to the corresponding layer of the student model to
minimize the distance based on two aspects, namely, attention
matrices and hidden state vectors. The framework is optimized
by three losses, namely, intent loss from ground-truth label, at-
tention loss from the attention based distillation and hidden loss
from the hidden state based distillation. Further details of each
component of the proposed STD framework are as follows.

2.1. Pre-trained ASR Model

We follow the same strategy to use a pre-trained ASR model
as described in [11] and a 256-dimensional hidden representa-
tion is obtained from speech. These hidden representations are
used as acoustic embeddings (Eacoustic) and applied as input to
the student speech transformer model. More details about train-
ing strategy of the pre-trained ASR model can be referred from
[11]. We freeze this pre-trained ASR model and don’t update
the parameters while using for downstream transformer model.

2.2. Speech Transformer Encoder

The proposed SLU encoder structure is based on the neural
transformer network similar as [35]. The transformer archi-
tecture consists of three sub-modules: embedding, encoder

1https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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and decoder. In the STD framework, we are using only the
speech transformer encoder component. The encoder contains
NS identical transformer layers, and each layer has two sub-
layers: multi-head attention (MHA) and position-wise feed-
forward network (FFN) as shown in Figure 1 (a). This student
speech transformer encoder model produces the attention ma-
trices as Satt, which are output from the MHA structures, and
hidden state vectors as Shid.

2.3. BERT Embedding and Model

To take the benefit from the large unlabeled data and derive bet-
ter representation of language model pre-training techniques are
used in BERT model [19]. The BERT model consists of multi-
ple bidirectional transformer layers. In Figure 1 (a) we show the
BERT teacher model and the underlying structure of each layer
is shown in Figure 1 (b). For each text utterance, the tokens
obtain from the BertTokenizer are converted into embeddings
Ebert, which are given as input to the BERT model. In different
layers of the BERT model, we produce the attention matrices as
Tatt, which are output from the MHA structures, and the hidden
states as Thid.

2.4. Transformer-layers Distillation

In order to leverage information from linguistically rich in-
formative BERT model into a speech model, we employ
transformer-to-transformer distillation. This comprises of the
layer-by-layer attention based distillation and hidden state
based distillation as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(b) shows that
the knowledge distillation is performed between each pair of
transformer layers of the teacher and student models.

Each distillation procession includes attention based distil-
lation and hidden state based distillation. There are NT = 12
transformer layers in the BERT model, while we set NS = 4
layers in the student speech transformer encoder model. To per-
form a layer-by-layer distillation, we combine NT /NS layers
into a block, which results in 4 blocks in the BERT teacher
model. Then, the last layer in each block is chosen for distil-
lation with each layer in the speech transformer encoder struc-
ture. Figure 1(b) shows the transformer layer-by-layer distilla-
tion process corresponding to a pair of teacher-student layers.

In order to perform the attention based distillation, we min-
imize mean square error (MSE) distance between the attention
matrices of student and teacher models. We refer to this as
Lossatt, which is computed as follows.

Lossatt = MSEloss(Satt, Tatt), (1)

where, MSEloss indicates the mean squared error loss func-
tion. The number of attention matrices are dependent on the
number of heads used in the student and teacher models. As
shown in Figure 1(b), we apply mean pooling (MP) to derive av-
erage of attention matrices over all attention heads (size L×L),
which are Satt and Tatt for student and teacher model, respec-
tively. L is the sequence length.

Next, for the hidden state based distillation, we first derive
the hidden state vectors of the transformer layers corresponding
to the teacher and student models, which are Thid and Shid, re-
spectively. These are used to distill the knowledge from hidden
state vectors as follows.

Losshid = MSEloss(ShidW
H , Thid), (2)

where, Shid ∈ RL×Sdmodel , Thid ∈ RL×Tdmodel . Here we use
a learnable linear transformation WH ∈ RSdmodel×Tdmodel ,

which converts hidden states of student network into same di-
mension as the teacher network’s states.

2.5. Intent Layer

The intent layer is responsible for the final intent classification
after the knowledge distillation process. Here, we use a linear
layer for intent classification. The intent classification loss is
referred to as Lossintent, which is computed by cross-entropy
calculation. The intent loss is calculated as follows:

Lossintent = CrossEntropy(Intentpred, y), (3)

where, Intentpred is the prediction from intent layer, and y is
the ground truth label.

Next, we combine Lossintent with the two distillation
losses (Lossatt and Losshid) using the weights to make them
in the similar scale. The total loss (Losstotal) is further used to
back-propagate the whole framework.

Losstotal = α1Lossintent + α2Lossatt + α3Losshid, (4)

where, α1, α2, and α3 are the weights associated with three
losses to tune the proportion of each loss in the total loss for
better back-propagation.

3. Experimental Details
In this section, we describe the database used and experimental
details to validate the proposed STD framework for intent clas-
sification using speech. We have released the experimental set
up of this work in the following link 2.

3.1. Dataset

We evaluate the proposed STD framework on two well-known
SLU datasets, namely, Fluent speech commands (FSC) [11] and
ATIS [36]. Details of the datasets are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Details of Fluent speech commands (FSC) and ATIS
databases used.

Specification

Database FSC ATIS

Train Test Train Test

No. of utterances 23132 3793 5253 580

Total Duration (sec) 882.95 154.58 569.90 61.66

Avg duration of utterance (sec) 2.29 2.45 6.51 6.37

No. of intents 31 31 15 15

3.2. Baseline Systems

To show the comparative performance of the proposed STD
framework, we develop two baseline systems. In the first base-
line (Baseline-1), we initially extract the acoustic embedding
vector (Eacoustics) for each spoken utterance using the pre-trained
ASR model as discussed in Section 2.1. The 256-dimensional
Eacoustics vector is further modeled using a RNN layer, which
is a gated recurrent unit (GRU), followed by maxpooling, and
linear layer for intent classification as discussed in [11].

The second baseline (Baseline-2) is the transformer based
end-to-end SLU model [27], where, we first extract the 256-
dimensional Eacoustics from the pre-trained ASR model as in
Section 2.1. The Eacoustics vector is passed through the speech
transformer encoder as discussed in Section 2.2 followed by the

2https://github.com/Jiang-Yidi/TransformerDistillation-SLU
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intent layer discussed in Section 2.5. The Baseline-2 system
demonstrates the impact of the proposed transfer learning pro-
cess when we compare with the proposed STD framework.

In addition to the above mentioned baselines, we also con-
sider the original text to obtain the performance with only text
based NLU model using BERT (BERT model).

3.3. Proposed System

In the proposed STD framework, we first extract Eacoustic

from each spoken utterance using the pre-trained ASR model
and Ebert from the corresponding text using the BERT embed-
ding module. We pass Eacoustic and Ebert to the student and
teacher models, respectively. For the teacher model, we use
the bert-base-uncased model without fine-tuning to cap-
ture the linguistic information. The teacher model consists of
12 transformer layers (NT = 12), each of which comprises
of 12 attention heads (Tnhead = 12) and 768 hidden units
(Tdmodel = 768) [19]. For the student model, 8 no. of heads
(Snhead = 8), 512 hidden units (Sdmodel = 512) and 4 no. of
layers (NS = 4) are set based on experimental evidence.

During training, two transformer-layer distillation losses as
shown in Eq (1), Eq (2), and intent loss in Eq (3) are used to
back-propagate the speech transformer encoder and intent lay-
ers simultaneously. The values of α1, α2 and α3 are set as
0.625, 0.125 and 0.250, respectively to calculate the total loss.

To overcome the over-fitting while calculating the intent
loss as per Eq (3), we use label smoothing as a regularization
technique. We set the smoothing parameter as 0.1 during loss
calculation as given in 3. The optimization technique used for
training the STD framework is Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.98, ε = 10−9 and learning rate scheduling is followed
as mentioned in [35]. The entire STD framework is imple-
mented using the PyTorch library 4.

To investigate the effectiveness of individual distillation
process, we develop two versions of the proposed STD frame-
work. Firstly, we use only hidden state based distillation (Pro-
posed: STD (hidden)) and secondly, we include both attention
and hidden state based distillation in the proposed STD frame-
work (Proposed: STD).

In order to analyze the impact of noise on the Pro-
posed:STD model (with knowledge distillation) compared to
the Baseline-2 (without knowledge distillation), we evaluate the
performance of both the systems under acoustically degraded
condition. We add babble noise from NOISEX-92 database5 at
different levels (15 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB, 0 dB) of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) to the speech signals corresponding to the test data
of both ATIS and FSC databases [37, 38]. The degraded test
speech signals are passed through the Baseline-2 and proposed
STD systems to test the respective performances.

4. Experimental Results
In Table 2, we present the intent classification accuracy for the
BERT, baseline and the proposed models. We observe that the
proposed STD framework improves the intent classification per-
formance as compared to the Baseline-1 and Baseline-2 (no dis-
tillation). While using the only hidden state based distillation
(Proposed:STD(hidden)), the result indicates that only hidden
state vector contributes to significant performance improvement

3https://github.com/kaituoxu/Speech-
Transformer/blob/master/src/transformer/loss.py

4https://pytorch.org/
5http://mi.eng.cam.ac.uk/comp.speech/Section1/Data/noisex.html

as compared to Baseline-2 (no distillation). Further, using both
attention and hidden state based knowledge distillation (Pro-
posed:STD), we achieve a reasonably good performance in the
intent classification task for both FSC and ATIS databases.

Table 3 shows that the performance of the proposed STD
framework is better than the Baseline-2 in presence of noise
with different SNR levels. The intent classification accuracy de-
grades as SNR level decreases. Specifically, we observe more
degradation in performance with noise for the FSC database
than the ATIS database. We note that the Baseline-2 refers to
the conventional speech transformer SLU model without distil-
lation. This indicates the stability of the proposed STD frame-
work against the acoustic degradation.

Table 2: Intent classification accuracy (%) of baseline methods
and proposed STD model for Fluent speech commands (FSC)
and ATIS databases.

Model FSC ATIS
BERT model 100 94.48

(using original text)
Baseline-1 [11] 98.80 85.43

Baseline-2 98.87 86.55
Proposed: STD (hidden) 99.00 88.44

Proposed: STD 99.10 88.79

Table 3: Intent classification performance of Baseline-2 and
proposed STD model for Fluent speech commands (FSC) and
ATIS databases under acoustically degraded condition.

Noise level (dB)→
15 10 5 0

Database ↓ Model ↓

FSC
Baseline-2 93.20 74.80 45.90 14.90

Proposed:STD 95.60 78.90 48.20 17.60

ATIS
Baseline-2 82.41 81.03 76.90 71.03

Proposed:STD 86.90 85.86 81.21 72.59

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a knowledge distillation approach
from BERT transformer to speech transformer for intent clas-
sification using speech. We demonstrate that the transformer
based distillation helps to improve speech transformer model-
based SLU for intent classification. In particular, we perform
layer-by-layer knowledge distillation with respect to two com-
ponents of the transformer model, namely, hidden state vectors
and attention matrices. The experimental results on FSC and
ATIS databases show improved accuracy after incorporation of
transformer based knowledge distillation. Thus, we observe
that the knowledge distillation can learn from rich informative
BERT model and improve the intent classification performance
using only speech. The experiments under noisy condition con-
firm the better robustness of the proposed architecture. In fu-
ture, we would like to explore the possible temporal alignment
across speech and text for intent classification.
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